
$819,000 - 800 The Mark Lane 2402, DOWNTOWN
MLS® #240002607

$819,000
1 Bedroom, 1.00 Bathroom, 902 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

Ballpark / Downtown, DOWNTOWN, CA

Experience the pinnacle of urban living in this
completely furnished turnkey residence at The
Mark, where sophistication and loft-inspired
charm seamlessly converge. As you step
inside, the ambiance is set with beautiful
hardwood plank flooring, soaring ceilings, and
unique original brick accent walls, an exclusive
feature to this residence. Enjoy cityscape
views from your private north-facing balcony
and expansive floor-to-ceiling windows. The
open kitchen is a haven for culinary
enthusiasts, featuring a custom stainless
countertop, premium stainless appliances,
designer subway tile backsplash, and an
abundance of sleek cabinetry. The spacious
bedroom not only offers stunning views but
also boasts an impeccably organized walk-in
closet. The upgraded bathroom is a true
sanctuary, showcasing a remodeled walk-in
shower with elegant subway tile, a luxurious
towel warmer, and a contemporary dual vessel
sink. Plus modern light fixtures and ceiling
fans, a newer HVAC system for ultimate
comfort, and the convenience of additional
storage space. To top it all off, you'll enjoy the
luxury of not one, but TWO side-by-side
parking spaces. Discover your dream home in
the heart of East Village, where The Mark
redefines urban living with unparalleled style
and comfort.

Built in 2007

Additional Information



City DOWNTOWN

County San Diego

Zip 92101

MLS® # 240002607

Bedrooms 1

Bathrooms 1

Square Ft 902

Lot Size 0.00

Neighborhood SAN DIEGO DOWNTOWN (92101)

Garages 2
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